Current Scholars:

Zach Goldberg, McNair Scholar 2020, wins two awards from Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity

. . . . . Zach won the Frank J. Ruck Leadership Award is presented each year at Carlson Leadership Academies to a chapter or individual who shows outstanding campus or community leadership and makes significant positive changes on the campus/community as a whole. The award honors Past Grand President, Order of the Golden Heart recipient and former president of the North American Interfraternity Conference, Frank J. Ruck Jr., Michigan ‘46. A plaque is presented at the Carlson Leadership Academies each spring. https://sigep.org/the-sigep-experience/awards/frank-j-ruck-leadership-award/. Additionally, Goldberg will travel this summer on the Tragos Quest to Greece with SigEp, https://sigep.org/the-sigep-experience/events/tragos-quest-to-greece/

Stamps Scholar and engineering major publishes article in SC journal

. . . . . Stamps Scholar, James Johnson (Class of 2022), has published an article in the Journal of the South Carolina Academy of Science (SCJAS). You can read it here: https://scholarcommons.sc.edu/jscas/vol16/iss2/4/.

Carolina Scholar choreographs a piece for her senior thesis


Alumni:

Carolina Scholar Alumna authors paper